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The project 

•  Aim to explore human welfare in 17-19thC 
Qing China before the Great Divergence 
–  Permit the quantification of the standard of living in both 

advanced commercial areas and remote districts 

•  Data drawn from the criminal process records 
… height and …  
–  covariates include place, occupations, assets, wages, 

trade data, climatic shocks, etc 

•  Funding for the project 
–  Chiang Ching Kuo Foundation (Taiwan) 
–  British Academy (UK) 
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What are some of the issues? 

•  China’s recent economic growth has led many 
scholars to ask new questions 
–  What are our views now of the sources of China’s recent 

growth? How might the past have contributed to it?  
–  Thus, new look at China’s early modern economy 
–  How might we account for sources of growth? What role did past 

economic development play?  
–  How has globalisation in the past affected China?  

•  The past 10+ years has seen huge advance in 
our knowledge of early modern China 
–  New view of the Qing … more favorable 
–  New comparative perspective on China … explicit comparison 

with Europe …  a focus on globalisation and interdependence of 
the world economy … but the topic is under-theorised and we 
continue to lack adequate data for effective quantification 
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Motivation and background 

•  The under-researched past of globalisation and 
East Asia relative to recent economic growth 
–  Early globalisation had a profound impact on China … silver and 

new foods … population >doubled 17-18thC …  
–  what happened to the standard of living?  
–  Some argued static; theory might suggest decline; yet others 

maintain (parts of) China were on par with (parts of) Europe 
before 1800 …  

–  Europe diverged from c1800: why? scope? the question of the 
Great Divergence is an enduring one for economic history and 
social sciences for understanding of the origin of the modern 
world … … arguments rest on fragmentary data  
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Transformation is Asia’s share of 
world GDP, 1500-2005 
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Economic growth is ultimately about 
the per capita share �

Per cap share  Log of per cap share 

Source: Maddison, 2001, 2008 
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So what are we doing? What are our 
data? What do we have?  

•  We have collected height and other data from 
the Qing Government criminal process records 
(刑科题本) related to unlawful deaths 
–  The trial documents and the coroner’s investigation of the 

deceased that were central to determining cause of death and 
attributing blame thus allowing for appropriate punishment  

•  Nearly 10,000 cases across China’s core 
regions have so far been collected 
–  About 2/3 men, 1/3 women … 
–  Data for women is an exciting aspect of this project 

•  Other data include 
–  Socioeconomic status and other personal information 
–  From other sources data on climate, grain prices and trade  
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An XKTB archive with height data  
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•  Inquest form 
or yan shige
 驗屍格  
–  Pre-printed 

word block 
forms  

–  Include body 
diagram that 
showed points 
on the body 
that were to 
be examined 
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The first page of the coroner’s 
inquest form 
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What is it that we are interested 
in doing with these data? 

•  Height data are our proxy measure for human 
welfare (substitute lack of income/wage data) 
–  Will presume the audience has some feel for anthropometrics 

•  Will create a panel of mean height for both 
gender by location for cohorts 1660-1880s (mid/
late-19thC data might be less plentiful) 
–  Plus, data for grain price, market towns, ports open to trade, etc 

•  Use the panel to explore regional time series 
changes in mean height and the impact of 
shocks (droughts, floods, market opening and 
the Opium War, etc) on height (welfare)  
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China in space and time … big 
place, lots of people 

•  Diversity within 
the Qing core 
provinces  
–  Economy, population, 

agriculture or human 
settlement …  

–  China’s domestic 
economy > Europe 
16-18thC … scale 
factors important 

–  Long-distance 
domestic trade was 
quasi-international, 
despite being only a 
small % of output 
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Grain trade routes 
and macroregions 

•  The key three 
water ways  
–  Yangzi River 
–  Grand Canal 
–  Coastal junks 

•  Macroregions 
–  Yangzi L, M, U 
–  NE, N, NW 
–  SE, Lingnan, SW 
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What do we expect from height, 
economic and demographic data? 

•  There will be significant height differences 
–  There are today between Nth/Sth, rich and poor areas 

•  How have heights changed over time? 
–  What might they tell us about the nature of economic 

development in China’s regions in the past, the 
impact of environmental and economic shocks? 

•  To what extent is the present economy a 
continuing mirror of the long-run past? 
–  How might responses to previous shocks also help us 

model the potential impact of future shocks? 
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Our current set of data for 
analysis 6268 cases 

•  Males 4141 (left) and females 2127   
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Distribution by province (m >=23, 
f >=20) 
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Regional distribution by gender 
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How representative were these 
victims? Occupations as a guide 
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A criminal class? Victims and 
their accused assailants  
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Regress the height on age to 
determine age of adult stature 
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Male age distribution and period 

•  Age heaping is present on 0 and 5 years, but not severe. For 
males, the Whipple Index is 140 and for females 113.  
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Female age distribution and 
period 
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Heaping of heights 

•  Males (left) show very high heaping on the mean of 4.5 
Chinese feet compared with females (right), though they 
also have significant heaping on 3.8, 4.0, 4.2 and 4.5 feet.  

24 

Summary means and moving 
average, males 
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Summary means and moving 
average, female 
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Male and female time trend 
(summary means)* 

•  Perhaps a slight rising trend apparent, but relatively 
static over the narrower period 1680-1750 

* Excl SD 
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Question of Shandong province 

•  The previous overall summary mean trend 
excluded Shandong province 

•  Reason: for both men and women the mean 
heights recorded are consistently 2 inches 
shorter 
–  This is improbable: Shandong people are reputed to be tall 

and heavy. There appears to be a different rule used in 
Shandong compared with elsewhere. Needs a lot more 
investigation 

–  Following slides shows the problem: northerners are 
shorter than southerners, contrary to that expected 
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Regional variations for males 
(summary means) – incl SD 
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Regional variations for females 
(summary means) – incl SD 
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Male heights excluding SD 
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Anomalies in regional series 

•  South and East China series are taller 
than that for North China 

•  Yet since 19thC northerners recognised as 
taller and heavier than southerners 
–  Early 20thC about 8cm difference; still about 4cm 

•  Any explanation?  
–  Selection biases in past series? These new data? 
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Summary  

•  Data collected from Qing criminal process 
files including height and other 
–  >6000 cases were used here 
–  Nearly 10,000 collected so far 

•  Potential to allow us to estimate the state 
of human welfare in China before the so-
called Great Divergence 
–  Additional angles include exploration of various sorts 

of shocks on human welfare, such as those related to 
climate (wet/dry) and trade (principally grain prices) 


